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ABSTRACT
Gait sequence analysis from the input binary silhouettes, has vari-
ous applications, such as person identification, human action recog-
nition, event recognition and classification. The gait feature ex-
traction is a key step in gait analysis. The ’Topic Model’, used
for text classification, is one of the potential semantic approaches
to study gait sequence analysis. The proposed algorithm uses La-
tent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a ’Topic Model’, to analyse the
gait sequence for person identification. This has been achieved
by proposing a novel transformation method that transforms the
gait sequence into word representation suitable for topic models
like LDA. The latent dirichlet allocation algorithm, then calcu-
lates the word-topic and topic-image distributions, using the words
generated by transforming the gait sequences using a transforma-
tion method. Finally, the image-topic-word distributions are used
to identify person. The performance of the proposed latent dirich-
let allocation algorithm, has been illustrated using CASIA dataset
A, dataset B and TUM-IITKGP gait dataset, resulting in an aver-
age classification rate of 82.2% using dataset B, and 85%, 85%,
and 85% for lateral, oblique and frontal view respectively with
respect to dataset A and 90% using TUM-IITKGP gait dataset.

General Terms
Binary Silhouette, Topic Model

Keywords
Gait Analysis, Gait Sequence, Latent Dirichlet Allocation, Person
Identification, Primary Gait Sequence.

1. INTRODUCTION
The gait sequence analysis has applications in multiple domains
such as, surveillance, person identification, human action recogni-
tion, event detection and classification etc. The extraction of gait
features is the key concept in gait sequence analysis. The ’Topic
Model’, used for text classification, is one of the potential seman-
tic approaches to study gait sequence analysis. The proposed al-
gorithm uses Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a ’Topic Model’,
to analyse the gait sequences for person identification. There are
several gait recognition algorithms, that are used to recognize indi-
viduals by analysing the extracted gait sequences, to name few, the
silhouette boundary centroid distance [1] is used for person identi-

fication. The boundary centroid distance along with the other gait
features, are analysed to recognize individuals. The gait features,
such as step length, stride length, cadence, cycle length, height,
weight and gender are used in [2, 3, 4, 5] for person identification.
The spatio-temporal silhouette and frequency-domain features [6]
are used for recognizing individuals. Gait biometric cues [7] and
human body movements [8] are also used for person identification.
The linear time normalization (LTN) [9] is used for recognizing
individuals. The LTN transforms the human silhouettes into low-
dimensional feature vectors. These vectors are then analysed for
recognizing individuals.

The potential semantic approaches, to study text analysis, uses
Topic Models in text domain framework. Here, an attempt is made
to use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), a ’Topic Model’ in gait
domain framework for recognizing individuals and recognizing hu-
man actions. The major bottleneck in using topic models in gait do-
main framework is the lack of natural text concepts such as word,
sentences in image or video domain. In this paper, a framework is
proposed, that transforms the gait sequences into word representa-
tion that are suitable for topic model like LDA. The performance
of the proposed LDA algorithm is tested using CASIA gait dataset
A, dataset B, dataset C and TUM-IITKGP gait dataset. The Fig 1
shows the block diagram of the proposed algorithm, where the gait
sequences are extracted from the moving silhouettes of binary im-
ages. These sequences are then analysed to generate words. Finally,
LDA uses these words to recognize individuals.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives the
overview of methods used in person identification by analysing the
extracted gait sequences, Section 3 introduces LDA algorithm, and
specifies the steps involved in the proposed method for person iden-
tification and Section 4 discusses the results, followed by the con-
clusion and references.

2. RELATED WORKS
In this section, the current state of the art techniques applied in the
field of person identification is provided. This will give the back-
ground information of all the techniques used in the proposed al-
gorithm. The person identification [21] uses arbitrary view trans-
formation model, to match a pair of gait traits selected from an
arbitrary view for identification. The human body is divided into
multiple segments [23], during an action, the movements extracted
from these segments, which are then analysed in frequency-domain
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Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the Proposed Methodology

framework for person identification. In a similar approach, the gait
features [10] are extracted by dividing the human body into multi-
ple areas. The weights are assigned for the areas based on the simi-
larities found between the extracted features and those stored in the
database. Finally, person identification is achieved as a weighted
intergeneration of similarities found in all the areas. The human
body shape and their motion are extracted as gait features in [25]
for person identification. Person identification in [24] is based on
score level fusion of face, gait and height biometric features. These
features are extracted from single walking image sequence. The
weights are assigned for each feature, which is then integrated for
recognition. The dynamic features, derived using inverse dynam-
ics on human body [26] is used for recognizing individuals. The
multiple gait features in [7, 11, 12, 17] are used for person iden-
tification, where the extracted multiple gait features are smoothed
and normalized using principal component analysis and finally, a
supervised pattern classification technique is employed for identi-
fication. In another similar method [22] the multiple gait features
extracted using radon transformation is used to find the gait energy
images, which is then used to recognize individuals.

3. LATENT DIRICHLET ALLOCATION
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) aims to identify the thematic in-
formation in large archives of images. The key concepts in LDA
are topics and gait-word distribution. LDA is a statistical model,
which applies statistical distribution on the proportion of different
topics in an image. The statistical distribution is applied on the top-
ics to estimate the parameters using the training database of images.
LDA has wide application, due its applicability to various non-text
domains in the context with probabilistic models of machine learn-
ing. The LDA model consists of several parameters such as:

(1) βt,w represents the probability distribution of gait-word (w) re-
lated to tth topic, where β is the gait-word probability matrix.

(2) θd,p is the proportionality of p topic in image d.
(3) Zd,n is the topic assignment for nth gait-word in image d.
(4) Wd,q is qth observed gait-word in image d.

The hidden variables are topics and observed variables are gait-
word.

p(β1:k, θ1:D, Z1:D,W1:D) =

k∏
i=1

φ(βi)

D∏
d=1

π(θd)[

N∏
n=1

p(Zd,n|θd)p(Wd,q|β1:k, Zd,n)]

p(Zd,n|θd) represents the probability of θd on Zd,n, where θd
represents image-topic distribution, Zd,n is topic assignment and
p(Wd,q|β1:k, Zd,n) represents the image-topic distribution on ob-
served gait-word Wd,q , where β1:k represents the gait-word distri-
bution per topic, Zd,n is the topic assignment for the gait-word in
an image.

4. GAIT SEQUENCE ANALYSIS FOR PERSON
IDENTIFICATION - PROPOSED METHOD

The application of LDA in gait analysis is facilitated, only if the
concept of image and words are mapped appropriately. This is
achieved by proposing a novel framework for defining the words.
The steps for generating words involves i) Extraction of primary
gait sequences from the binary silhouettes ii) Deriving sub-primary
gait sequences from the primary gait sequences and (iii) Generat-
ing words based on sub-primary gait sequences. Initially, the in-
put video streams are converted into gray scale image frames, the
background motion is then subtracted and the binary imagesBI are
constructed using the threshold value as shown in the Equation (1,
2, 3, 4 and 5) respectively.

Dk(i, j) = |Ik(i, j)− Ik+1(i, j)| (1)

µ =
1

M ∗N

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

Dk(i, j) (2)

δ =

√∑N

i=1

∑M

j=1
(Dk(i, j)− µ)2

√
N − 1

√
M − 1

(3)

T = µ+ 2 ∗ δ (4)

Ik is the kth image frame and Ik+1 is the k + 1th image frame,
Dk is the difference image, found using the consecutive images.
The variables i and j are used to denote the coordinates (pixel co-
ordinates in case of image and row-column index in case of matrix)
of the given image, (M ) and (N ) determines the size of an im-
age frame. The threshold (T ) is found using (µ and δ) using Equa-
tion (5).

BI(i, j) =

{
255 ifDk(i, j) ≥ T

0 Otherwise
(5)

4.1 Extraction of Primary Gait Sequences
The extraction of primary gait sequences (∆) is an initial step
of the proposed algorithm. This is achieved by enclosing the
pixels, that corresponds to a person within the bounding box
and tracked over the frames of binary images (BI ) to ex-
tract the primary gait sequences like Horizontal - Movement
(∆HM ), Vertical-Movement (∆VM ), Pixel-Count (∆PC ), Left-
Area-Counter (∆LAC ) and Right-Area-Counter (∆RAC ). The gait
sequences horizontal-movement (∆HM ) and vertical-movement
(∆VM ) represents the measure of the distance moved by the person
during an human action. The (∆HM ) is measured horizontally and
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Fig. 2. Bounding Box Enclosing the Pixels Region of Interest

(∆VM ), is measured vertical during an action. The gait sequence
pixel-count (∆PC ) represents, the total count of white coloured
pixels in an binary image frame. The gait sequences (∆LAC ) and
(∆RAC ), are extracted as the measure of change in gait area of the
bounding box (rectangle), labelled as (A,B,C,D) and (B,E,F,C) re-
spectively, as given in Fig 2.

The performance of LDA is tested with the primary gait sequences,
the obtained results of the proposed algorithm is compared with the
SVM, KNN and Baye’s classifiers. The performance of the pro-
posed LDA algorithm reduces when executed along with the pri-
mary gait sequences. This is because the LDA will not be so ef-
fective, if the words generated in its vocabulary are small, as this
would influence the topic space and its relation to words genera-
tion. In order to increase the performance of proposed LDA, the
sub-primary gait sequences are extracted from the primary gait se-
quences, which increase the vocabulary space for LDA related to
gaits.

4.2 Extraction of Sub-Primary Gait Sequences
It is noted that the performance of proposed LDA algorithm, re-
duces with the extracted primary gait sequences, hence the sub-
primary gait sequences gains importance in recognizing individu-
als. The sub-primary gait sequences extracted from the primary gait
sequences increases the words for LDA related to gaits. The pro-
posed methodology, extracts the sub-primary gait sequences (Υ)
from the primary gait sequences (∆) using two sequencing tech-
niques 1)Above-Below Mean sequence and 2)Up-Down sequence.

4.2.1 Above-Below Mean Sequence. In above-below mean se-
quence, the mean value is found from a sequence (µ∆). This value
is then subtracted from each element of the same sequence. The
sign of the element is also considered in calculating above-below
mean sequence as shown in Equation (6) .

AMBMseq = sign[|∆i(Ej) − µ∆i
| ≥ 0] (6)

4.2.2 Up-Down Sequence. Similarly, the up-down sequencing
technique is used to generate the sub-primary gait sequences from
the primary gait sequences. Here the number of up and down val-
ues in a sequence (∆) are counted by subtracting each element with
the successive elements of the same sequence. The Equations (7)
shows the related equations in generating up-down sequence.

RFseq = |∆i(Ej) −∆i(Ej+1) ≥ 0| (7)

4.3 Generation of Words
The words are generated by transforming the extracted sub-primary
gait sequences (Υ) into word representation. The steps for gener-
ating words, are given below, these steps are executed iteratively
within a sequence to generate words. This is repeated with each
sub-primary gait sequence (Υ) to generate words.
In each iteration of generating words:

(1) The word (w1) will be incremented by one, if the first two ele-
ments of the selected sequence are equal.

(2) Similarly, the word (w2) will be incremented by one, if the
other two elements of the selected sequence are equal.

(3) The word(w3) will be incremented, if summation value of first
two elements and second two elements of the selected sub-
primary sequence are equal.

(4) The word (w4) will be incremented, if the difference of first
two elements is zero or the difference of second two elements
is zero or if the sign of the difference of the first two elements
and second two elements are equal.

4.4 Proportionality of Words
The word probability matrix or word-topic distribution matrix (β),
is used by the proposed algorithm to calculate the words propor-
tionality. Each element of the matrix (β) is used to calculate the
proportionality of words. This is the product of two normalized fac-
tors as shown in the Equation (8).

⊎
(i, j) =

∇(i)
N∑
k=1

∇(k)

∗ β(i, j)
M∑
i=1

λ(i)

. (8)

The (
⊎

) refers to proportionality of words, which is the product of
two normalized factors.

4.5 Person Identification
In the proposed approach, the input documents, are broadly divided
into two groups, namely test and training. The proposed algorithm
is executed independently on both these groups. The i) Matrix (β)
and ii) Matrix (α) are generated from the training set of documents,
whereas the words are found from the test set. In order to identify
the person, the proposed algorithm selects, some of the words from
the test, based on the standard deviation value (δtest)) Equation (9),
where j = 1..n in Equation (9, 10) represents the words and w(j)

is the jth word occurrence in an input test document. The standard
deviation (δtest) given in Equation (10) is found from the word
occurrence (wj , wj+1, wj+2...wn) of the test document.

υδtest(j) = |nj=1(w(j) − δtest) ≥ 0)| . (9)

δtest = |nj=1(δ(wj , wj+1, wj+2...wn))| . (10)

Then for each word in (υδtest(i)) Equation (9), the corresponding
topic is found, using the word-topic distribution matrix (β), of the
training set. The topic selected, is the maximum value with respect
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Fig. 3. Person Identification - Lateral View

(ith) row of the matrix (β), where (i) is the selected word index
found in the Equation (9). Then, for each topic selected, the corre-
sponding document is found, using the topic-document distribution
matrix (α) of the training set. The document selected, would be the
maximum value found with respect row (kth) row of the matrix (α),
where (k) is the selected topic index. Finally, the person is identi-
fied by selecting a single document from the training set as a result
of the proposed algorithm, which is the maximum summation value
of the selected document (column wise) of matrix (α).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed LDA algorithm, has been illustrated using CASIA
dataset A [12], dataset B [13, 14, 15] and TUM-IITKGP [16] gait
dataset. The overview of these datasets is provided below.

5.1 CASIA Gait Dataset A
The national laboratory of pattern recognition developed CASIA
gait dataset, which contains 4 subsets i) Dataset A(standard gait
dataset), ii) Dataset B (multi-view gait dataset), iii) Dataset C (in-
frared gait dataset) and iv) Dataset D(gait and its corresponding
footprint dataset). The CASIA gait dataset A contains people walk-
ing along a path at free cadence in three different views (directions)
with respect to the image plane. Namely, lateral (0◦), obliquely
(45◦) and frontal (90◦) view. This dataset includes 20 persons, four
sequence for each viewing angle per person. Therefore the database
includes in total 240 video sequences of 24-bit full color, captured
at a rate of 25 frames per second with the resolution 352X240. The
proposed algorithm is tested by considering each view separately.
Three sequences per person is taken as training, and the remain-
ing single sequence is considered as test. In total 60 sequences are
considered as training, whereas remaining 20 sequences are taken
as test. This partitioning is repeated for 4 different times, so that
each video of a person is considered as test. (For ex. in the first
experiment, Fig 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a), the first of three sequences, of
a person is taken as training, while the remaining single sequence
is considered as test. In the successive experiments, Fig (3(b), 4(b),
5(b)); (3(c), 4(c), 5(c)); (3(d), 4(d) and 5(d)), other different combi-
nations of input sequences are considered as test and training sets.
At any instance of time only three sequences per person is taken as
training, and a remaining single sequence per person is considered
as test. The correct classification rate of the proposed algorithm,
along the different views (lateral, obliquely and frontal views) are
shown in the Figures 3, 4 and 5 respectively.

The correct classification rate (CCR) of the documents
(p(1),p(2),p(3),p(4),p(5),p(6),p(7),p(8) and p(9)) in Fig 3(a),
3(b), 3(c) and 3(d) with respect to lateral view is 100%. The CCR
drops to 75% for the document (p(10)), that is, in the Fig 3(b)
the document (p(10)), is wrongly identified as document (p(1)).
Similarly, for the document p(15) the CCR is 75%, that is, in the

Fig. 4. Person Identification - Oblique View

Fig. 5. Person Identification - Frontal View

Table 1. Reported classification rate (CCR) in identifying person
- CASIA Dataset A

Method 0◦ 45◦ 90◦

STC-NN [12] 65.0% 63.73% 77.5%

NED-NN [12] 65.0% 66.25% 85%

NED-ENN [12] 75.0% 81.25% 93.75%

FD+NN-SVM-GFSVM [11] 90.0% 85.8% 82.5%

WD+NN-SVM-GFSVM [11] 90.0% 87.5% 83.3%

PSM+NN-SVM-GFSVM [11] 89.5% 88.3% 84.2%

PCA-NED [19] 90.0% - -
Proposed LDA (First Scenario) 85.0% 85.0% 75.0%

Proposed LDA (Second Scenario) 80.0% 85.0% 85.0%

Proposed LDA (Third Scenario) 85.0% 85.0% 60.0%

Proposed LDA (Fourth Scenario) 75.0% 85.0% 70.0%

Fig 3(a), the document (p(15)) is wrongly identified as document
p(17). The CCR for the document (p(18)) is 25% that is, in the
Fig 3(b), 3(c) and 3(d), the document (p(18)), is wrongly identified
as documents (p(1), p(12) and p(6))respectively. Similarly for
documents (p(19) and p(20)) the CCR drops heavily. The same
assumption is considered to derive the correct classification rate
form the oblique and frontal views using Fig 4 and 5 respectively.
The Table 1 shows the reported classification rate in recognizing
individuals using CASIA dataset A.

5.2 CASIA Gait Dataset B
The CASIA dataset B [17, 18, 19], is an indoor multi-view gait
dataset of 124 persons, performing 10 sequence of walking actions
captured from 11 different views. This dataset includes 2 sequences
of walk with carrying bag, 2 sequences of walk with wearing coat
and 6 sequences of normal walk. Several experiments were car-
ried out on this dataset, by selecting 4 sequences of normal walk
(nm−01, nm−02, nm−03, nm−04) as training and 2 sequences
(nm−05, nm−06) as test. The Table 2 shows the reported correct
classification rate in recognizing individuals using wavelet (w) and
frieze (f) features.
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Table 2. Reported Classification Rate using CASIA Dataset B
Method 00 180 360 540 720 900 1080 1260 1440 1620 1800 Avg
pHMM [20] 94 86 85 81 89 90 85 85 89 90 93 89.2
DT(f)[20] 59 54 49 54 54 58 49 54 53 57 58 54.4
HMM(f) [20] 95 84 84 93 90 91 86 84 85 88 95 88.6
LTSM(f)[20] 97 91 86 94 99 95 91 84 93 85 99 92.1
DT(w) [20] 62 56 54 57 58 61 57 56 57 59 61 58
HMM(w) [20] 100 100 100 93 91 90 86 90 91 91 97 93.5
LTSM(w)[20] 100 96 92 96 97 95 96 91 95 89 100 95.1
GCI [3] 65 51 30 33 62 82 71 38 39 44 83 54.3
LDA 70 70 85 85 85 95 95 90 85 85 75 82.2

Table 3. Reported Results in Identifying Individuals using
TUM-IITKGP Gait Dataset - Colour Histogram(BL 1), Gait
Energy Image (BL 2a), Cropped Gait Energy Image (BL 2b),

Proposed LDA
Configuration BL 1 BL 2a BL 2b LDA
Regular (Conf.1) 97.9% 68.6% 77.1% 90%
Hand-in-pocket (Conf.2) 93.3% 67.1% 75.7% 85%
Backpack (Conf.3) 75.0% 11.4% 77.1% 80%
Gown (Conf.4) 20.0% 8.6% 32.9% 40%

5.3 TUM-IITKGP Gait Database
The TUM-IITKGP gait database offers different kinds of gait vari-
ations namely, regular, hand-in-pocket, backpack, gown, dynamic
occlusion and static occlusion. This database consists of 840 se-
quences of 35 individuals. The camera is set-up in a narrow hall-
way, reflecting a realistic set-up in a potential real world surveil-
lance application. The camera is positioned at a medium height
of 1.85 meters and is oriented perpendicular to the hallway di-
rection. The people are allowed to walk from right to left and
from left to right. Each person is captured in six different config-
urations like regular (Conf.1), hand-in-pocket (Conf.2), backpack
(Conf.3), gown (Conf.4), dynamic occlusion (Conf.5), static oc-
clusion (Conf.6). Furthermore, each configuration is repeated for
two times in a right-to-left motion and two times in a left-to-right
motion, resulting in a total of 840 sequences. Each person was pri-
marily recorded in a regular walking configuration, followed by
three degenerated configurations including hands in pocket, back-
pack and gown. These configurations can be used to evaluate the
recognition methods in the presence of different kinds of gait varia-
tion. The proposed algorithm is tested using Conf.1, Conf.2, Conf.3
and Conf.4. The other two configurations Conf.5 and Conf.6 are
not considered for identification by the proposed algorithm. The
first (initial) walk sequence either left-right or form right-left (140
sequences) of 35 individuals are taken as test, whereas the remain-
ing 700 sequences of 35 individuals are considered as training set.
The Table 3 shows the reported results in recognizing individuals
using TUM-IITKGP dataset.

6. CONCLUSION
Gait sequence analysis, has several applications in the field of
surveillance, person identification, human action recognition, event
recognition and classification. The extraction of gait features is an
important step in gait sequence analysis. The topic model, devel-
oped for text mining applications, is one of the potential approaches
to study gait sequence analysis. In the proposed approach, an at-
tempt is made to use latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) a ’Topic
Model’ in gait domain framework. This is achieved by proposing

a novel transformation method that transforms the extracted sub-
primary gait sequences into words representation. The transforma-
tion involves i) Extracting sub-primary gait sequences from the pri-
mary gait sequences and ii) Generating words from the extracted
sub-primary gait sequences. The words are then used by LDA to
calculate word-topic and topic-image distributions. Finally, image-
topic-word distributions are considered to recognize individuals.
The performance of the proposed LDA algorithm has been illus-
trated using CASIA dataset A, dataset B and TUM-IITKGP gait
database, resulting in correct classification rate of 85%, 85% and
85% for lateral, oblique and frontal view using CASIA dataset A,
and an average classification rate 82.2% using CASIA dataset B
and 90% using TUM-IITKGP gait dataset.
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